
Blancco Mobile Diagnostics and Erasure 4.4.2 is now 
released!
Mobile Diagnostics and Erasure 4.4.2 - Release notes

Features:

PHEN-5353 - Notification About Missing Workflow Resources.
When workflow is imported from USB storage or MC, BMDE now checks to see if all the resources that the workflow needs are present 
on the system.
If there are missing resources a warning icon will appear, and the user can hover the pointer over the icon for related information.

PHEN-4997 - Add M-model Number in Sheet-mode View.
“M-model” field is now included in sheet-mode view.

PHEN-4726 - Allow Minimizing/Closing Pop-ups for Removed Devices.
Sometimes the "Device Connected" popup will stay visible, blocking the UI, after the device has been already removed.
Users are now able to minimize or close the pop-up.

PHEN-5379 - Fake Android Detection Improvement.
“Fake” Android icon has been added to the UI.

Fixes:

PHEN-5630 - iOS erasure consistantly fails when proxy enabled.
PHEN-5665 - iPhones stuck at 4%.
PHEN-5016 - Sim detection issues.
PHEN-5416 - Motorola E6 Plus fails to process "fake" detection.
PHEN-5451 - During uninstalling stress test, handset automatically reinstall blancco without uploading result.
PHEN-5486 - Custom fields from previous report appends to the next report/reports.
PHEN-5628 - MDM lock detection issues.
PHEN-3525 - Android Disk capacity displayed incorrectly.
PHEN-3809 - LG K8 internal memory not shown correct.
PHEN-4388 - Nokia - Issue reporting storage space.
PHEN-5488 - Recipero Blocked Check Fails Due Diligence, Pass LSB.
PHEN-5619 - iOS Setup only works on second try.
PHEN-5624 - MDM lock.
PHEN-5648 - Blancco Machines Stop Printing Issue.

Known issues:

Sync server's firmware server sometimes fails to generate tracking file when erasure process gets stalled.
Erasure view is sow when there are firmware downloads ongoing (e.g. switch between the views)
On client station update notification of new BMDE version was received via OTA update. Version expected to be shared only by the server station.
Device identifier popup gets displayed even after device mandatory popups/identifier settings are removed.
Samsung S4 active devices stay rebooting after final FR, device gets erased after cable is reconnected.
The following are still valid from previous rounds:

With certain system setups Blancco background image at boot is still missing (gray screen shown instead).
Functional tests queued for Android OS 10 devices.
It's known issue that iOS Parts main level status is unknown for older iOS devices though serials are found.
Also, as iOS Parts information list varies between devices there's still enhancements needed to make listing more consistent.
Sync server's printer template editor GUI requires small enhancements which should be fixed in later releases.
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